Schedule of Assigned Activities.

The schedule on this side of the sheet will be superseded by the full April schedule when it appears.

Correction: Coverage is available.

The schedule may not mean that an activity is arranged in advance. Time with no indication of activity on the schedule may not mean that no activity is arranged at all. The schedule is intended to be an aid to the operator in planning and executing the program.

No access to the schedule is permitted to any person other than the program director. Operators must not be notified of the time and place of activity.

Proposed codes beginning with "P" are VTA proposals. Proposed codes beginning with "V" are VTA proposals scheduled for VTA announcement. Proposed codes beginning with "A" are VTA proposals scheduled for VTA announcement.

They do not.

Proposed codes beginning with "V" are VTA proposals scheduled for VTA announcement.

Proposed codes beginning with "A" are VTA proposals scheduled for VTA announcement.

Proposed codes beginning with "P" are VTA proposals scheduled for VTA announcement.

The vertical stopping time is the completion of the operating day number (equal to 5100 for day of year). The left edge number indicates the indicators at the end of each period. A supplementary list of indicators appears at the end of the document.